Preferred Suppliers
of Homework
Design Studio
Tel: (868) 680-6732
Email: contact@homeworktt.com
Website: homeworktt.com
FB: @ homeworkdesignstudio
Ins: @homework_design_studio

LUXURY FINISHES DESIGN CENTRE
Suite M1, Lot 4
Diamond Vale Industrial Estate
Diego Martin, Trinidad
Tel: 868-222-9198
info@luxuryfinishestt.com
www.luxuryfinishestt.com
@ luxuryfinishestt

NOVA LIGHTING
A member of the
American Lighting Association
18 Rust Street, St. Clair, Trinidad
Tel: 868-628-5483 (LITE)
868-622-0897
Email: NovaLtd@HadcoLtd.com
Website: www.NovaLightTT.com

PARTS WORLD LIMITED
155A Eastern Main Road
Barataria, Trinidad
Tel: 868-638-1277, 2116, 2570
Fax: 868-638-3414
Email: barataria@partsworldlimited.com
Website: https://partsworldlimited.com
Facebook and Twitter: @partsworldltd
Photo: Kerron Riley
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Chaos
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is my
friend
By Kieran Andrew Khan
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Randall Waddell has crossed the country and parts of the
Caribbean creating innovative interiors and reinventing spaces
for residential and commercial use for the past decade as the
Principal Designer for HomeWork Design Studio. A Member of
The American Society of Interior Designers and an approved
Interior Designer of the HGTV Professional Designer Network,
his love for this craft is an innate one; a passion born in his youth
and moulded through careful study and practice to become his
life’s work.
“From as early as I could remember, I liked drawing houses
and plans, but what I enjoy the most is the fact that what I
do brings joy to other people. I love interacting with clients,
hearing the plans they have and bringing it to fruition,” Randall
explained during a short break from his work on a residential
property. “While some designers may shy away from doing
residential interior design – I love it. The emotional connection

SHADES DESIGNS LTD
Suite M7, MKM Industrial Plaza
Lot 4A, Diamond Vale Industrial Estate
Diego Martin, Trinidad
Tel: 868-225-7818
info@shadesltd.com
www.shadesltd.com
@shadestt
https://www.instagram.com
/shadesdesignsltd/

TILE WAREHOUSE
LP #61 Limehead Road,
Chase Village,
Chaguanas, Trinidad
Tel: 868- 671 TILE (8453)
or 868-671 4151
sales@tile-warehouse.net
www.tilewarehousett
@tilewarehouse
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and investment that people make in their homes is something
special with which to work,” he adds. A graduate of The Art
Institute of Fort Lauderdale, his creative process has remained
relatively unchanged over the years – he allows the location,
space or home (in the case of a renovation) to tell its own story.
“It’s almost as if a movie starts to play in my mind when I’m in
a space – I let the house, in a sense, speak to me. I consider the
function of the space, and I get to work with my pad and start
sketching.”
HomeWork Design Studio partners with a careful selection of
contractors, suppliers, labourers and artisans. “Every project is
driven by teamwork. I visit suppliers around the country almost
weekly as each project has different requests and demands. I
depend on my contractors and my suppliers to work cohesively
to create a successful project. After all, creating an idea is
one thing, but how you put it all together is another story! My
contractors and suppliers are the most important pieces to the
puzzle – absolute musts.”
As at least a dozen workers proceed rapidly to complete a
range of tasks with this latest renovation, Randall seems to thrive
in the midst of it all. What seems like chaos is where Randall
thrives. “Chaos is my friend – without chaos, we would be bored.
There is good and bad chaos, of course, but in any aspect of
life where there is disorder – it means that things are changing.
Chaos can be a good thing – it brings transformation,” he points
out.
For anyone considering creating a new space or a new home,
he actively encourages them to note what they like in the homes
they’ve seen or visited and identify what works best. “Trends will
date. Instead think of how you would like to use your home –
after all, function follows form in design. Find ways to mix the
traditional aspects with the contemporary – so what you invest
in is also timeless and is an investment in your happiness too.”
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Gold Medal
for the “Rhythms of Our People”

By Tevin R. Gall

After a five-year hiatus at the 2019 Royal Horticultural Society’s Chelsea Flower

Show, emerging triumphant and bringing home a gold medal.
The team, comprising Bernard Beckles, Nigel
Cornwall, Joan Hampton, Jemma Lewis, Tony Tankai,
and Shane Valentine, overcame a series of hurdles to
win at this acclaimed competition.
Bernard Beckles, veteran florist and owner of St
James flower shop, La Tropicale related the bizarre
string of events that led to the award.
The trouble began when the team learned that the
bamboo stalks necessary for the display were three
feet too long for the aircraft. With limited funding
and without some of the material needed to bring
his original concept to life, Beckles, whose team also
took home the gold medal in 2013, tapped into some
spur-of-the-moment creativity. “I had to walk about
the compound and pick up discarded things,” he
admitted.
Inspired by Rudder’s ‘Calypso Music’, the display,

entitled, ‘Rhythms of Our People,’ reflects the
nation’s ethnic and cultural influences, playing on
the dual theme of the sacred and the profane. The
former, represented by the altar base, the latter by
the Carnival and the African drums, the tabla and the
steelpan. The driftwood represents Tobago, while the
influences of the Spanish and French are also present.
Beckles cited Trinidad and Tobago’s decision to host
CARIFESTA XIV as yet another inspiration.
Beckles relayed the joy of seeing expat
Trinbagonians’ pride at the team’s participation and
subsequent win. “Some of these people haven’t been
home in [decades],” he explained.
“Representatives [from other countries] were
curious as to how to get [certain plants],” Beckles
related. “That made me respect my country more.
We don’t appreciate what we have in front of us.”
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